Category Focus – Reducing Poverty
Comments:

Suggested Categories and Metrics
-

-

Wages: Still not adjusting, still
experiencing gender wage gaps
New business establishment –
measuring more than volume, measure
halo effect of new business
establishment
How to encourage more business to
move to the inner city

Overall Category Conversation
Comments:
Inclusive Economic Growth: Is the growth truly inclusive
and benefitting everyone? We may need to look at
specific slices to better understand the impact of the
overall growth. Understanding there is a difference
between growth overall v. inclusive growth for all
Job Growth – How are we taking into account the
impact of COVID on job growth?
Housing – What are we considering to be economically
accessible housing? How do we ensure that residents
have affordable housing?
Racial & Gender Equity – How do we better analyze the
diversity amongst the multitude of populations that are
traditionally categorized under ”minority”
Share v. Volume – Be able to measure both, particularly
for job metrics
Talent - Add additional metrics to demonstrate the
demographics, skills in addition to education attainment
metrics. Be sure to capture critical metric of early
childhood reading skills. Ensure we measure different
trade school/trade certification attainment in addition to
college attainment
Post-Pandemic Measurement v. Pre-Pandemic: How do
we ensure we are more resilient going forward?
Impact of a lack of public transportation infrastructure
on job, education, healthcare access. More analysis to
understand exactly where transportation is needed
Ensure that proposed policies receive feedback from a
broader set of stakeholders (e.g., someone who relies
on public transportation for job)
Broadening our skills measurement – Digital skills, soft
skills

1.Inclusive Economic Growth
GRP per capita
Unemployment rate
Job growth rate
Income inequality

3.Gender and Racial Equity
Median hourly wage gap
Poverty rate gap
Unemployment rate gap
Educational attainment gap

2.Reducing Poverty
Poverty rate
Median household income
Economic mobility
New business establishment

4.Economic Diversification
Share of various sectors in economy
Share of technology jobs
Share of high wage jobs
Investment in skill development

